Proof? You Want Proof?

By Anna Von Reitz

For the last several weeks we've had a group of would-be patriots out pounding the
street blathering about "private law" as if they were great experts on the subject.
I have explained the difference between "Public Law" and "private law" so that anyone can
understand it in several articles over the past five years.
Public Law is the Law as most people think of it. Private "law" is the law of contracts between
various parties. Contract law is supposed to follow the Law of Kinds, but since 1963, the Vatican
has been pursuing a new Abomination, known as "The Collective Entity Doctrine".
This Doctrine of the Pontificate --- the pagan, Roman, Secular "Government" of the Church and its
"Institutes" --- has grossly violated the Biblical Law of Kinds which requires contracts to be
between "like" entities: people to people, unincorporated businesses to unincorporated
businesses, incorporated businesses to incorporated businesses.
This was amended originally to allow people to trade with unincorporated businesses, and to allow
unincorporated businesses to trade with incorporated businesses. But the incorporated
businesses and the governments profiting from chartering incorporated business entities were
greedy, and wanted to trade directly with people.
So the Roman Curia, the guilty parties responsible for this Mess have contrived to "erase" the
difference between living people and incorporated commercial corporations, and make them all
the same, all functioning under the same law, which--- of course -- the same guilty parties write
and control.
This all kicked in at about the same time as Vatican II. Please note, all Roman Catholics. This is
your Church doing all this crap. It has to be reformed or done away with.
Heads up, United Nations Organization, you are the intended next store front for this criminality.
Anyway, spool the reel backward to this date, just shy of two months after the assassination of
JFK:
Public Law 88-244, December 30, 1963 --- "to provide for participation by the government of the
United States in the Hague conference on private Law and the International (Rome) Institute for
the unification of private law....." Unidroit. The Uniform Commercial Code, which has since been
adopted by every Municipal STATE OF STATE organization operating in this country.
That's the "private law" and the criminal gobbledygook underlying it that the proponents of "the"
Republic ---- aka, Municipal United States Government -- rely upon.

This is the infamous "Statute of Rome"---- the codification of Roman Civil Law applied like a
smothering blanket over all "municipal" governments on Earth, including "the" United States
Government.
And the members of the Roman Curia adopted this full-well knowing that it violates Scripture all
across the board and promotes the crimes of personage and barratry against innocent living
people worldwide.
They then "gifted" us with incorporated franchise entities named after us --- STRAWMEN --- or, as
they are also called, "Shill Trusts" and "Shill Corporations", all incorporated under the auspices of
the "Municipal Governments" worldwide.
So CANADA, a wholly owned subsidiary of the "UNITED STATES" owned by the CITY OF ROME
registered at the US TRADEMARK AND PATENT OFFICE, and its "Canadian" franchise, the CITY OF
MONTREAL, issued a BIRTH CERTIFICATE in the name of an innocent little baby in his cradle who
was given the name Jean Rene Oulette by his equally innocent parents......
And these parasitic monsters then seized upon his name and created all sorts of incorporated
franchise entities to enrich themselves based upon his assets --- his life, his energy, his labor, his
intellectual property, his land, his country, his home, his DNA and everything else he could ever
call his own.
These fake STRAWMAN entities allow Jean Rene to trade directly with commercial corporations
worldwide, but also impersonate him "as" a corporation, and subject him to "private" municipal
corporate commercial "law", all based on "unconscionable contracts" that he doesn't know
anything about, all controlled by the same criminals promoting this fraud and theft and offense
against factual reality and common decency.
As a result, too, Jean Rene is alienated from his own nationality and the law of his nation, and
subjected instead to the foreign "private law" of these venal municipalities. He walks into what he
thinks of as a Canadian Court, and finds the Harpies of Hell in charge, the Bill Collectors of the
"new" Roman Empire, which is just as evil, corrupt, and morally depraved as the "old" Roman
Empire.
He also finds himself subjected to foreign law that he never heard of and never agreed to.
In this country, this circumstance results in the denial of the victim's constitutional guarantees and
protections, as well as a predatory presumption of guilt, and prosecution under foreign law with no
warning at all. And the bar attorneys running this travesty snicker in the back rooms and talk
about how "incompetent" all these Americans are.
Well, it's time for us to discuss how criminal they are.
All of them.
The politicians.
The Roman Curia.
The Public Employees.
The Bar Attorneys.
The Agencies.
The Military.
The Pope.
All of it.
Now.
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